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At VOX, we believe that true freedom begins at  
home and how we live greatly affects our lives.  
That’s why it is out goal to constantly develop 
and deliver complex interior solutions - matching 
collections of furniture, doors, floors and wall 
systems. We believe that a beautiful and functional 
interior is the beginning of a happy home where 
everyone can be themselves.
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Check out our original platform for creating and 
arranging interiors - VOXBOX. It’s a simple and intuitive 
on-line app for designing interiors. Try out different 
furniture layouts and see how they can be positioned 
in your room. Post your project and share it with your 
friends and family. We have also created intuitive 
configuration tools for chosen collections available at 
voxfurniture.com. Thanks to them you can decide on 
the final look of your furniture.

INTERIOR  
CREATION TOOLS
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SIMPLE
The Simple collection furniture can be arranged in 
many ways, putting together colors and choosing the 
legs. Everything fits together here. We have checked 
it, and we know that any possible configuration looks 
great. Thanks to Simple you can create different 
interiors, all according to your taste and needs.
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A TABLE THAT CAN 
MEASURE UP TO ANY PARTY
From a handy, round 4 seat table, it extends to one that can fit 8 guests (from 1.1m
to almost 2.5m). The round shape balances the geometrical shapes in this collection  
and provides a warm, family-friendly atmosphere. 
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Simple was created by Marta Krupińska. What was she thinking  
about while designing it? She was thinking about everything that  
is of utmost importance here at VOX; i.e. functionality, simplicity, 
precision, aesthetics, universality. But first and foremost she was 
thinking about the human and their needs. 

Harmony pendant lamp
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Cesto table lamp

Houses figurine Low coffee table
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FURNITURE YOU CAN COUNT ON
The designer has calculated, measured and double-checked everything so that we know what 
is used where and when in the house. And so we created some of the most thought-through
and helpful furniture pieces.  The liquor cabinet’s folding doors save you space and grant easy 
access to everything inside. It can also serve as a tall TV unit. The tables with discreet drawers 
will fit all remote controls, chargers and other bits and pieces we usually have no room for.
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IN THE BEDROOM EVERYTHING 
RESTS WHERE IT SHOULD LAY
The Simple bed will adjust to your interior. You can choose one of the five available widths: 
from 90cm to 180cm. Under the foldable frame you can store extra linens. The upholstered 
cushion hanging on the headboard will allow you to unwind before sleep as you read your 
favourite book. Don’t forget to choose the best mattress for yourself.
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SHINE ON, YOU BEDSIDE TABLE!
A good bedside table puts all the little things in order. That’s why in the Simple 
table you will find a recess and a matching functional slat with room for your 
phone, a picture frame, or notes.  In the recess, you can also hide a power strip with 
wires and cover it  using a neat oak lid. The warm discreet lighting in the top drawer 
will make it easier to find things. All you need to do to switch on the light inside  
is touch the tabletop.

Biso table lamp
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With a wardrobe like this all things will fall into place, and thanks to a backlit 
inside they can then be easily found. Handy folding doors don’t take much space 
and allow to access everything quickly. The inside has been designed to fit all kinds 
of clothes and shoes. If you want to change the original layout of shelves and 
hangers, it’s simple. Within moments, you can adjust their heights. Simple offers  
you four kinds of wardrobes: from a 1-door wardrobe, through a corner wardrobe  
to a spacious 4-door wardrobe.

Kerradeco Wood Carbon
wall system (length- 135cm, 
placed horizontally)

A VERY ACCOMMODATING WARDROBE
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TV unit 180 with functional slat Liquor cabinet

Barell flower vase
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Once and for all we have solved the problem of tangling wires by creating a clever organizing 
compartment in the TV unit.  Nothing can be seen but everything can be heard. A living room 
could also use a well-organised liquor cabinet. When you open the folding door, the light goes 
on. Special  grips will protect your wine glasses and the sliding shelf makes space for putting 
aside your drinking glassess.

FLOOR: Skandinavien, Kattegat oak , CORNER COUCH: Repos

ALL IS SOUND WHEN THE INTERIOR 
IS IN HARMONY
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HOMEWORK
Any work will be done easier and more pleasantly  
in a well-organized space. The height of all shelves 
in the bookcase can be adjusted to the size of the 
objects you want to store on them.

Wide bookcase
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WE MEASURED UP
TO THE DESK
The designer has measured all the most commonly used office 
supplies and adjusted all the desk’s dimensions: the volume of the 
drawers, the height of the shelves, the depth of the cabinet, the  
size of the desktop. She also checked what you usually keep on top 
of your desk and created the perfect storage system: a functional 
slat. Choose the best set for yourself at voxfurniture.com.
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A TIMELESS AND AGELESS 
COLLECTION
There is nothing difficult for the Simple collection. Even arranging a teenager’s room  
is a piece of cake. For a child’s room you can choose a smaller bed and a desk adjusted 
to the size of the little users.

Jungle swivel chairGeo bin
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Desk 110

DOOR: Smart (without muffs)
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The Simple collection furniture can be arranged in many ways, putting together colors  
and choosing the legs. Everything fits together here, every configuration looks great.  
Thanks to Simple you can create different interiors, all according to your taste and needs. 
How is it possible? Simple was created according to the ten iconic rules of design by Dieter 
Rams, where less is more and a product gives the user space to realise their own ideas.

YOUR EVERY MOVE WINS
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white
fronts

oak
fronts

gray
fronts

black
fronts

Choose the front

STEP 2:

Four available colors: white, gray, 
black, oak.

Choose the body

STEP 1:

Choose one of the four available 
colors: white, gray, black, oak.

white
body

oak
body

gray
body

black
body

CONFIGURE YOUR FURNITURE 
IN 4 STEPS AT VOXFURNITURE.COM
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Designing interiors with Simple is easy and the only thing you will not manage to do is make  
a mistake. The setup is four easy steps and then you can take your time admiring the effect.

white 
handle

gray
handle

black 
handle

Choose the handles

STEP 4:

Three available colors: 
white, gray, black.

Put it on its legs

STEP 3:

Choose from 7 types of legs: 4 wood (beech painted 
black or oak), metal skid or slipper. For desk 140 you 
can also choose decorative and functional wheels.

Oval 
oak 
leg

Straight 
oak
leg

Straight 
black 

wooden 
leg

Slanting 
black 

wooden 
leg

Skid Slipper Wheels
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. . .AND CHOOSE A SLAT
The designer has equipped chosen pieces from the Simple collection with a functional slat  
to fit all your bits and pieces. You can choose a ready made set, create your own, or cover  
the slat recess with a blind.

Desk 140 slat set:
1 phone holder, 1 photo frame, 1 memo holder,  
1 big tool-box, 1 magnetis board, one plug 25.

Chest of drawers slat set:
1 phone holder, 1 photo frame,  
1 memo holder, 1 small tool-box,  
2 vases and one plug 25. 

TV unit 180 slat set:
four plugs 40 and one plug 15. 

Bedsiade table slat set:
1 phone holder, 1 photo frame,  
1 medium tool-box, one plug 40. 
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Top unit for corner wardrobe
w101,5/d103,5/h45 cm

Top unit for 2-door wardrobe
w92,5/d55/h45 cm

Top unit for 1-door wardrobe 
w46,5/d55/h45 cm

SIMPLE

Collection also contains furniture for teenagers.

4-door wardrobe 
w185/d55/h230 cm*

2-door wardrobe
w92,5/d55/h185,5 cm*

1-door wardrobe
w46,5/d55/h185,5 cm

Narrow glass-case
w39/d38/h185,5 cm

Single bookcase 1x5
w39/d38/h185,5 cm*

Wide bookcase 4x5
w148,5/d38/h185,5 cm

Low bookcase 3x4
w112/d38/h149 cm*

Double bookcase 2x5
w75,5/d38/h185,5 cm*

Liquor cabinet
w112/d45/h112,5 cm*

Sideboard
w160/d45/h68,5 cm*

oak / white / graphite / black

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

Corner wardrobe
w101,5/d103,5/h185,5 cm*
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Cabinet with doors
w90/d45/h90,5 cm*

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Vase
Set of accessories 
for desk 140

Photo frame Tablet holderPhone holder

Set of accessories for 
chest of drawers

*Height of the furniture given without legs. Changing legs to slippers adds an extra 9cm.

Chest of drawers with functional slat
w90/d45/h90 cm*

Chest of drawers
w90/d45/h90 cm*

Narrow chest of drawers
w62,5/d45/h112,5 cm*

Desk 140
w140/d65/h68,5 cm*

Desk 110
w110/d55/h78 cm*
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Low coffe table 80
w80/d35,5/h80 cm

High coffee table 50
w54/d45/h54 cm

Available soon:
Rectangular extendable table
w140/d90/h78 cm

Available soon:
Round extendable table
w110-250/h75 cm

Wall mirror
w80/d2,5/h80 cm

Round mirror
w80/d2/h80 cm

Dressing table
w78/d80/h43 cm

Available soon:
Chair Simple
w43/d49,5cm/h86 cm 

Cubic wall shelf
w31,5/d30/h31,5 cm

Bedside table with doors  
and functional slat
w45/d38/h30,5 cm*

Bedside table with drawers 
and functional slat
w45/d38/h30,5 cm*

TV unit 120
w120/d45/h47 cm*

Collection also contains furniture for teenagers.

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

SIMPLE

oak/ white / graphite / black

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

180 TV unit with functional slat 
w180/d45/h47 cm*
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Couch 90x200
w95,5/d206/h68,5 cm

Bed 120
w125/d205,5/h80.5 cm*

Bed 90x200
w95,5/d206/h90 cm*

Wall shelf with hooks
w35/d30/h90 cm

Wall shelf
w31,5/d30/h90 cm

*Height of the furniture given without legs. Changing legs to slippers adds an extra 9 cm.

Bed 180
w185/d205,5/h80.5 cm*

Drawer for couch and bed
w197/d85,5/h20,5 cm

Bed 160
w165/d205,5/h80.5 cm*

Bed 140
w145/d205.,5/h80.5 cm*
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FRAME
Frame is a collection for people who dream to have 
both an elegant interior and furniture that will last 
many years. Thanks to its universal color palette we 
have managed to achieve a timeless visual effect 
whereas the solid materials and construction will grant 
the furniture’s durability. The backlit display cabinets 
liven everything up with a warm glow. The marriage 
of black with natural wood colors will give the interior 
an elegant look. Within the Frame collection, you will 
be able to decorate your sitting and dining room. 
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FREEDOM OF CHANGE
Thanks to sliding doors, you can decide what will be  
on display in the open spaces and what will be hidden.  
At any time you can move the doors and your bookcase 
will always look elegant.

FLOOR: Skandinavien, Maloren oak

Wide bookcase
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Bold, creative and versatile. Our designers Joanna Leciejewska and Wiktoria Lenart 
fear no challenges - they deconstruct the traditional understanding of furniture, 
give the user freedom to modify it individually. The projects they create win the 
most important awards: from Dobry Wzór through must have, and finally Designer  
of the Year (Joanna) and IF Design (Wiktoria).

Hvar vase
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Extendable table
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COZY AND WELCOMING
The Frame table will fit in a small space, inviting everyone for a tasty morning. In the evening, 
when the guests arrive, it can be extended so that it will fit up to 14 people. Extending the 
table is easy and comfortable thanks to the guiding rails mechanism. In three steps you  
will extend it to the needed size.
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ATMOSPHERIC AND ELEGANT
Backlit glass cases can give your interior a sophisticated atmosphere thanks to the warm  
light tones. It’s something that will surely impress your guests. The cases can be put together 
with one another or with a bookcase for an enhanced effect. The system is equipped with  
soft close glass doors. The discreet LED lighting will fill your interior with a warm glow. 
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Thanks to the glass case’s unique construction,  
the displayed object can be seen from three sides. 
The tinted glass gives it a more sophisticated look. 
The glass case is available in two options: left or 
right. It also looks great when put together with  
the bookcase.

Origo vase
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BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

FRAME

High chest of drawers left
w115/d46/h116,5 cm

High chest of drawers right
w115/d46/h116,5 cm

TV unit 150
w150/d46/h60 cm

TV unit 180
w188/d46/h60 cm

Narrow bookcase left
w80/d46/h211 cm

Narrow bookcase right
w80/d46/h211 cm

maple / black

Wide bookcase
w150/d46/h211 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w198/d46/h98 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w129/d46/h98 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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Small coffee table
w45/d45/h32 cm

 
Big coffee table 
w63,5/d63,5/h47 cm

Small wall shelf 
w75/d20/h20 cm

Big wall shelf
w75/d20/h39,5 cm

Glass case left
w80/d46/h211 cm

Glass case right
w80/d46/h211 cm

Extendable table 
w130-313/d90/h78,5 cm
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NATURE
Nature was inspired by the love of natural materials 
and the conviction that any space can be wisely  
and beautifully used. Nature will easily match  
all kinds of interiors: large open spaces, classically  
divided into rooms or even the smallest ones that 
require great care when being arranged. The solid 
shapes can fit a lot in and the slanted wooden 
legs carrying them will add lightness to the room.
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Three is a magic number, and our magic three is Tabanda - the designer trio who 
designed Nature. Megi, Filip and Tomek create furniture based on subtle contrasts 
and unconventional pairings. They complement modern geometric shapes with 
nature-based motives and combine raw industrial accents with  
lively color palettes.
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IT ’S WOOD, NATURALLY
Nature was inspired by the love of natural materials and the conviction that any space  
can be wisely and beautifully used. Natural materials change and mature together with us.   
Being with you every day, an oak tabletop gathers stories about your family and can trigger 
your memories. The metal recess is a handy place for herbs, spices and after covering it 
 with a metal lid, you can rest hot pots on it.
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER THE DECOR
It takes skill to divide a large space without closing it but rather opening  
it for many new possibilities. The two-sided bookcase will subtly divide  
large spaces for different functions.
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MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
Live and mix: put wider pieces together with  
two-sided ones; the fully closed ones with the open  
or two-sided. Choose the front colors: white will bring 
in Scandinavian minimalism, oak will give the interior 
more warmth.
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Two-sided bookcase
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FACING LARGE SPACES
Putting together even the most different pieces from the Nature collection  
will let you enjoy a coherent and harmonious interior. Using two different  
harmonizing front colors will break the monotony, which works great for 
large spaces.
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Table with drawers 
w180/d100/h75 cm

Closer chair
w45/d56/h82 cm

2-door wardrobe
w101/d58/h207,5 cm

Open bookcase
w101/d40/h207,5 cm

Glass case
w50,5/d40/h207,5 cm

NATURE

white / natural oak / graphite

Hanging column
w36,5/d30/h182,5 cm

Wall storage unit
w50,5/d30/h64 cm

Wall shelf
w120/d30/h26 cm

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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2-sided bookcase
w179,5/d40/h72 cm

Cupboard
w120/d40/h117 cm

Wide bookcase
w179,5/d40/h72 cm

Coffee table
w120/d60/h45 cm

2-door chest of drawers
w120/d40/h72 cm

TV unit
w179,5/d40/h50 cm

Drawer for coffee table
w57/d53/h11,5 cm

Grant armchair
w71/d84/h88 cm

Must have is a prestigious award for the best Polish designers.  
It’s a badge of quality given by the Council of Experts associating top 

design experts. It’s a consumer recommendation - the awarded  
piece is worth having.

Grant footstool 
w64/d44/h44 cm
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SPOT
Spot will charm you with its light, elegant form  
and help you organize your bedroom, living room 
and dining room. Slender geometric shapes in natural 
colors offer plenty of space for things you don’t want 
to have on display. Clever solutions and ergonomic 
shapes are a perfect foundation for a little bit of 
flair such as your favorite accessories like blankets, 
cushions, books or crockery.
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PURE PLEASURE AND COMFORT
Spot brings much more into your dining room than just a unique look. The comfortable table 
on wooden legs can be extended to a chosen length. How many times have you lacked space 
for spices, napkins or cutlery? The practical compartments in the middle of the tabletop are 
the perfect space for all dining room bits and pieces.
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Lige floor lamp

Extendable table
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Keno salad bowl Tassel condiment holder set
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COUNT ALL THE STOOLS
Brilliant solutions are Wiktoria Lenart’s trademark. The Spot stools stacked one  
on another make a clever chest of drawers clearing the floor. The tall glass case  
will perfectly complement your dining room decor.
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SPOT ADJUSTMENTS
When you want to rest, there’s no better room than a Spot bedroom. 
Spacious wardrobes, chests of drawers, compartments in the headboard 
of your bed - Spot will fit in more than just your dreams.

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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Ordo organiser

Ordo organiser

You’ll find lots of space for your  
favorite books and other things 
on the Spot shelf. The headboard 
with removable upholstery is slanted  
at an optimal angle. You’ll appreciate 
its comfort once you start using it. 
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TV unit
w160/d50/h50 cm

Cushion for Spot stool
w51/d46/h4 cm

Chest of 4 drawers 
w88/d60/h150 cm

SPOT

Bookcase 
w88/d57/h210 cm

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors (for chosen pieces):

acacia

white / graphite

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Glass case 
w88/d56,5/h210 cm

Cupboard 
w160/d40/h122 cm

Sideboard
w160/d40/h80 cm

Chest of 3 drawers 
w88/d60/h150 cm

Collection also contains furniture for teenagers.

Coffee table 
w87/d80/h43 cm

Box for table and coffee table
w23/d15/h10 cm

Extendable table 
w146-198/d104/h76 cm

Wine rack 
w44,6/d35,9/h22,2 cm

Drawers for bench set 3 pcs. 
w46/d21/h16 cm

Table with raised worktop 
w67/d51/h57 cm

Cushion for Spot bench 
w147/d46/h4 cm

Bench with 3 drawers 
w154/d47/h48 cm
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Ordo organiser 
w30/d1,5/h40 cm

Ordo vertical organiser 
w30/d10/h20 cm

Ordo horizontal organiser 
w30/d20/h10 cm

Ordo round organiser 
w13,5/h14 cm

Upholstered cover  
for flat headboard 
w149/d2/h60 cm
w169/d2/h60 cm

Bedside table/Stool with drawer 
w57,5/d47/h48 cm

Dressing table with mirror 
w88/d60/h150 cm

Organiser for drawers 
w75/d20/h10 cm

Drawer for double bed
w127/d67/h23 cm 

Double bed with flat headboard
140x200
w145/d213/h106,5 cm
160x200
w165/d213/h106,5 cm
180x200
w185/d213/h106,5 cm

Double bed with headboard  
and storage unit 
140X200
w145/d240/h150 cm 
160x200
w165/d213/h106,5 cm 
180x200
w185/d213/h106,5 cm

SPOT
BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors (for chosen pieces):

acacia

white / graphite

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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1-door wardrobe  
w49,5/d40/h150 cm

Chest of 2 drawers 
w88/d60/h150 cm

Storage unit for shoes 
w87,5/d28,5/h150 cm

2-door dresser 
w87,5/d40/h90 cm

Corner wardrobe  
w105/d100/h210 cm

3-door wardrobe
w128/d60/h210 cm

2-door wardrobe
w88/d60/h210 cm

External hanger for wardrobes 
w44/d54/h150 cm
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4 YOU
Comfortable during day and night, cozy when  
you’re alone and welcoming when your friends  
come to visit. 4 You furniture will allow you  
to arrange all of the most important spaces  
of your home: your bedroom, living room, 
dining room and your child’s room.
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Over two hundred people, including psychologists and ethnographers, worked on  
creating the final shape of the 4 You bed. Nevertheless, as the designers Joanna Leciejewska  
and Piotr Kuchciński stress, the imput of users and their expectations towards the bed’s 
functionality played the key role in the process. The whole 4 You collection was designed 
based on such thinking.

WHO SAID THAT A BED
IS ONLY FOR SLEEPING?
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Thanks to the 4 You by VOX app, you can check out all the functions of 
this collection on your tablet or smartphone. Augmented Reality expands 
on the information given in this printed catalogue and presents the most 
important pieces from this collection in the form of short 3D animations.
How to use it?
1.Download the app from GooglePlay or AppStore.
2.Find the icon in the catalogue.
3.Run the app and point your phone towards the icon.
4.Test our furniture’s functions.

AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Find the VOX 
icon in the 
catalogue 
and see how 
Augmented 
Reality works.
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This wardrobe can be your boudoir. Comfortable folding 
doors will give you easy access to your clothes. So will the 
extendable  hanger bars for shirts and shelves with bars.

IT ’S MORE THAN 
JUST A WARDROBE AUGMENTED 

REALITY

Point your 
mobile device 
to this page.
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MORE OPTIONS FOR YOU
Meet the new gray-colored 4 You option. By joining it with the classic 
white you gain more possibilities. You can easily divide zones in rooms 
and make your home decor more versatile.
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YOU MIX IT AND IT FITS
The gray and white 4 You can be mixed with other 
collections too. To make it easier for you, we have 
introduced boxes in colors matching the Balance 
palette.

Large box

Small box
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Tassel jug Tassel condiment holder set
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This table supports your passions! The especially designed recess in the middle  
of the table and drawers underneath the tabletop help organize and store little things. 
Fresh herbs in pots and the possibility of heating meals will encourage you to celebrate 
and cook together with friends and family.

YOU WILL NOT WANT 
TO LEAVE THE TABLE AUGMENTED 

REALITY

Point your 
mobile device 
to this page.
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A TABLE TO MEASURE UP 
WITH OUR TIME
A large modern table is much more than a dining place. It’s the center  
of gatherings, studying, talking and family entertainment. Indispesable.
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Table 200x100
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The many functionalities of 4 You make it a perfect fit for different  
kinds of interiors. The multifunctional bed can be both a resting spot  
and a comfortable work zone. The home library is at your hand’s reach  
- just connect the headboard with a bookcase.

A SPACE AS CLEVER AS YOU!
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Bulb pendant lamp
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Rullo table lamp

GET ORGANISED!
The multifunctional boxes can be used for storing accessories, documents 
or jewelry. The same boxes can create a single piece of furniture by stacking  
them up and clipping them together. 
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The dressing table piece can rest upon a low chest of drawers or a two sided bookcase.  
The height of the tabletop is also comfortable for work and the functional shelf on the  
side makes it a classic desk. On the solid surface you can place a mirror or a mobile  
organiser - two accessories especially designed for this piece of furniture.
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4 YOU

2-door wardrobe
w92/d42/h206 cm

Tall side wall 
bookcase
w42/d22/h206 cm

Narrow cabinet 
w40/d42/h206 cm

Sideboard
w99,5/d42/h118,5 cm

Cupboard
w145/d42/h118,5 cm

Low side wall 
bookcase
w42/d22/h118,5 cm

Two-sided bookcase 
w168/d40,5/h206 cm

Wide bookcase
w92/d40,5/h206 cm

Wide chest of drawers 
w187/d42/h69 cm

Low chest of drawers 
w120/d42/h70 cm

Chest of drawers
w75/d42/h126,5 cm

TV unit
w187/d42/h35 cm

TV shelf
w131,5/d40,5/h54 cm

Bench 
w170/d36/h46 cm

Desk 140
w142/d63,5/h78,5 cm

Drawer  
for table
w51/d36/h8 cm

Table 100x100
w100/d100/h76 cm

Table 200x100
w200/d100/h76 cm

Corner wardrobe 
w105/d103,5/h206 cm

1-door wardrobe 
w57,5/d42/h206 cm

2-door wardrobe II 
w100/d57/h206 cm

Extendable table 140x100
w139/179/219/d100/h76 cm

Side bookcase 
for 4-door 
wardrobe 
w57/d22/h206 cm
w57/d22/h240 cm 
w57/d22/h260 cm

*end of run stock

4-door wardrobe 
w180/d57/h206 cm
w180/d57/h241 cm
w180/d57/h261 cm

*end of run stock

white gray

gray / marine / oak / white / graphite / light gray / black

BODY/FRONT
Available colors:

BOXES
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Collection also contains furniture for teenagers.

Cushion  
for bench 
w168/d36/h2 cm
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Double bed with floor 
w168/d208/h106 cm
Double bed with raised floor
w168/d208/h106 cm

Single bed with floor
w128/d208/h106 cm
Singlebed with raised frame
w128/d208/h106 cm

Double bed with canopy and floor
w168/d208/h206 cm

Double bed with canopy and raised frame
w168/d208/h206 cm

Double canopy bed with bookcase  
and floor
w168/d238/h206 cm

Double canopy bed with bookcase  
and raised frame
w168/d238/h206 cm

Bedside table 
w40,5/d42/h55,5 cm

Side ladder
w30/d2/h171 cm

Top ladder
w167/d25,5/h4,5 cm

Box for bed
w51/d15/h31,5 cm

Tool-box
w32/d32/h12,5 cm

Bent chair
w45/d50/h85 cm

Coffee table 
w80/d80/h35 cm

Drawer for single bed
w198/d65/h29 cm

Single bed with canopy
w208/d97,5/h207,5 cm

Dressing table
w142/d42/h72,5 cm

Large box
w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

Small box
w31,5/d41/h16 cm

Standing mirror
w49,5/d10/h159,5 cm

Wall mirror 
w69/d12/h50 cm

Slide organiser 
w30/d54 cm

Pocket organiser
w30/d47,5 cm

Wall shelf high
w80,5/d27/h44 cm

Wall shelf long
w65/d25/h54 cm

Clip 
(2 pcs.)

4 You baby cot 120 
w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

Cushion for headboard
w158/d8/h55 cm
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BALANCE
What kind of an interior do you wish to create?  
Do you dream of peace and harmony, or do you 
combine creative chaos with your everyday life and 
aren’t afraid to go a little wild? Do you need a space 
for focused work, a comfortable relax zone or are you 
designing a dining area? No matter what the answer  
is, the Balance collection will meet your expectations.

Balance is an innovative system that gives you the 
freedom to create unique furniture designs starting  
at your dining room, through to your living room  
ending at your office.
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THE FREEDOM OF CREATION
The designers Joanna Leciejewska and Wiktoria Lenart made sure that  
the appearance and functionality of the Balance system depend only 
on your imagination. Choose your colors, define functions and freely 
combine its elements without the use of screws or bolts.
 

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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Milo table lamp

Balance bookcase

The Balance system allows you to build 
bookcases, chests of drawers, TV cabinets, 
lockers and closets. The boxes have classic 
doors opened with the push latch system  
and can be placed any way you want.
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The medium size boxes open to the left or to the right, the large ones - up or down.

Tassel container Geo decorationRing candle holder
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The Balance collection also  
contains tables: square, rectangular 
and round. You decide which one 
will best complete your interior 
arrangement.

Round tableRectangular table

CHAIR: U&D
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IT ’S SO EASY!
Building unique furniture can be exceptionally easy. The Balance system is based 
on a few key modules that give unlimited possibilities of creating individual solutions.  
See for yourself, you won’t even need a screwdriver.
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SET UP YOUR 
BOOKCASE
Feel like a real interior designer. Check out the 
possibilities of the Balance collection. Use the 
VOXBOX tool at voxfurniture.com and arrange your 
space. 

1.  Choose the boxes 
     and the base  
     (long or short).

2.  Glue pieces  
     of anti-slip mat  
     onto the boxes.

3.  Build your furniture  
     by placing the boxes and   
     shelves on one another.

4.  Secure the furniture  
     to the wall.

voxfurniture.com/voxbox
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Fence newspaper holder Geo decoration 
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UNIVERSAL
COLORS

Box with door

The Balance Collection color palette 
combines natural wood color bases 
and shelves with black, white or gray  
boxes and will fit into any interior.
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BALANCE BOXES
Available colors:

BALANCE

Wide bookcase
w138/d32/h170 cm

Wide bookcase
w138/d32/h170 cm

Desk
w138/d64/h78 cm

Large open box
w64/d32/h32 cm

Medium box with door
w32/d32/h32 cm

Medium open box
w32/d32/h32 cm

Small open box
w32/d32/h17 cm

white / light gray / graphite / black

oak

SHELVES, BASES, TABLE AND COUNTER TOPS
Available colors:

Narrow bookcase
w64/d32/h115 cm

TV unit
w138/d32/h45 cm

Balance furniture can be combined with Custom or 4 You.

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Large box with door
w64/d32/h32 cm 
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Round table
w120/76 cm 

Small table
w92/d92/h76 cm

Large table
w175/d92/h76 cm

Large organiser box
w29/d28/h7 cm

Small organiser box
w29/d28/h4 cm

Toolbox
w61/d28/h10 cm

Bookcase security kit
w5/d1/h3 cm

Long shelf
w64/d32/h3 cm

Desktop
w138/d64/h3 cm

Short shelf
w64/d32/h3 cm

Short base
w64,5/d32,5/h9

Long base
w138/d32,5/h9 cm

The prestigious TOP DESIGN award confirms the extraordinary design quality  
of the product. An independent Jury of international design experts evaluates 

the competing products. The goal of the awards is to promote excellent 
design of European standards.

Medium table
w138/d92/h76 cm
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CUSTOM
We’re all here. We’re resting, lounging, watching  
a movie with friends. Our living room is a common 
space that has to meet many expectations.  
And when a sofa isn’t enough, Custom comes  
to the rescue.

The module leisure set can be freely put together  
or taken apart. You need three separate armchairs?  
Or maybe two small sofas? Within a few minutes  
you can completely change your living room.
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ARRANGE IT AS YOU PLEASE
Joanna Leciejewska designed Custom so that you can freely shape your interior  
by joining and separating the modules. By using different colors and textures  
of the cushions, you can create new designs.

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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It doesn’t like to be put aside. It does all it can to be at hand. Its top, cleverly divided 
into four parts, hides useful compartments. It’s the perfect place for little bits and 
pieces that you always find handy, but don’t want on display. One part of the tabletop 
can be lifted to make a comfortable ‚hovering table’. Practical holes on the top will 
allow your laptop to breathe with ease.

AND WHAT ABOUT THE TABLE?

Coffee table
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CUSTOM

Couch
w90/d90/h65 cm

Coffee table
w90/d90/h65 cm

Backrest cushion 
w92/16-22/h32 cm

Seat cushion
w92/d88/h14 cm

white / light gray / dark gray / oak

beige / grayish blue / taupe / croton sky blue / croton cloud beige / herringbone / tartan

TABLE, COUCH
Available colors:

CUSHION
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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Custom system
1 couch

Custom system
3 couches

Custom system
4 couches

Custom system
4 couches + 1 table

Custom system
4 couches + 1 table

Custom system
4 couches + 2 tables

Custom system
3 couches + 1 table

Custom system
3 couches + 2 tables

Custom system
2 couches

Custom system
2 couches + 1 table

Custom system
1 couch + 1 table

Open table

Dobry Wzór (Good design) is a competition held since 1993.  
It evaluates products selected by the only independent 

design monitor in the country. The Institute of Design awards 
the title to the best products and services on the Polish market.
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MIO
Pick, change, surprise - the ideas are yours and 
nothing limits them. Individual shapes surprise  
on their own and in sets. You want to hide something 
or display it? This furniture will let you explore what’s 
most important in your home. With them, you’ll 
create a unique living room, dining room and hall. 
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WALL: Kerradeco - Stone Moon
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS WITH PERFECTION
Solid beech wood stained in a warm brown color elegantly matches the white board  
of the box. Calm, natural colors will allow you to rest and work comfortably with Mio.  
The possibilities of personilising the Mio elements are limitless.

DOOR: Modus, PANELS: VOX, Agate collection - Royal Crimson Oak
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Collo table lamp

Choose the length of the ladders, pick the boxes and fronts. The Mio configuration 
tool available at voxfurniture.com will let you create your dream furniture.
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WALL: Kerradeco - Concrete
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With Mio, you decide what you want your guests  
to see. The shelf boxes can remain open or you can  
pick different fronts for them: glass with a gradient 
effect or a print, metal openwork or a light or dark  
gray painted board. Which one do you choose?
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MIO

Bookcase
w138-170/d48/h219 cm

Mio 3-seat couch
w225/d77/h72 cm

Small TV box
w138/d40/h26 cm

Mio 2-seat couch
w152/d77/h72 cm

Mio armchair
w79/d77/h72 cm

Bookcase with TV unit 
w138-170/d48/h97 cm

Dresser
w138-170/d48/h97 cm

Table
w164/d97,5/h77 cm

Bent chair
w45/d50/h85 cm

Coffee table
w90/d90/h46,5 cm

Small coffee table
w67/d67/h35,5 cm

Secretaire
w138/d48/h97 cm

Large box with sliding rails
w138/d40/h38 cm

Small box with sliding rails
w138/d40/h26 cm

white / dark stained beech

light and dark gray / glass / frosted glass with print / yellow glass / openwork

FURNITURE
Available colors:

FRONTS
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Secretaire box
w138/d43/h26 cm

Large box
w138/d40/h38 cm

Small box
w138/d40/h26 cm
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Bent chair
w45/d50/h85 cm

Ladder with organisers
w48/h218 cm

Ladder for organisers
w48/h219 cm

High ladder with stabilizing 
cross 2 pcs.
w48/d2/h218 cm

Medium ladder with
stabilizing cross 2 pcs.
w48/d2/h96 cm

Stabilizing cross for single 
ladders
w92/d1/h1 cm

Low  ladder with 
stabilizing cross 
2 pcs.
w48/d2/h54 cm

Single medium 
ladder
w48/d2/h96 cm

Large organiser 
for couch/armchair
w25 cm

Small organiser 
for couch/armchair
w8 cm

Medium organiser 
for couch/armchair
w15 cm

Dark gray front
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Light gray front
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Yellow glass front
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Frosted glass 
front with print
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Glass front
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Openwork front
w67/d1/h34 cm
w67/d1/h22 cm

Single high ladder
w48/d2/h218 cm

Single low ladder
w48/d2/h54 cm

Large organiser box
w50/d12/h12 cm

Trapezoidal organiser box
w40/d16/h34 cm

Hangers set 5 pcs.
w2/d4/h4 cm

Medium organiser box
w20/d10/h10 cm

Small organiser box
w20/d10/h10 cm
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LORI
Every day brings you more important things that 
are difficult to part with. Thanks to Lori, all these 
things will find their place either hidden or displayed, 
always at arm’s reach. In your office, living room or 
home workshop - Lori will help you keep things tidy.
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CREATIVE ORDER
When your office is filled with piles of things, it’s difficult to keep focused. The designer  
has equipped Lori with lots of adjustable shelves, drawer trolleys and even a handy ladder  
that will help you reach the higher parts of your bookcase. And your most important things 
can be put in the drawers or wooden boxes.
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Living room or home office - the Lori  
escritoire will fit both. By opening the door  
you can reach the most important things.  
The drawers will organize your papers, and  
the bottom chest will fit even the biggest  
files and folders.

Grulla floor lamp 
with table

Secretaire
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Honga table lamp Stor box with lid
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A longer wall? You can extend the bookcase so that  
it looks like it’s made to size. Thanks to its three colors,  
Lori allows for original arrangements. Gray oak, 
cashmere and graphite blend in well with other 
furniture and rooms. The bookcase harmonica  
has all three of them.

Bookcase harmonica
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WHERE WILL I PUT ALL THIS?
A table that extends is a godsend when guests come to visit. Especially if you can easily 
extend it yourself. The recess in the middle of the tabletop is a perfect spot for keeping 
cutlery, napkins or decorations. You know best yourself what to put there.
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The capacious sideboard will surprise you with 
many practical solutions and will help keep 
your dining room tidy. The boxes on its doors 
are as practical as the ones in your fridge.  
The whole bottom is open, so you can safely 
store bigger and heavier items there.

Sillo table lamp

Sideboard
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LORI

Corner bookcase
w82/d80/h203 cm

Corner bookcase with 
openwork doors
w82/d80/h203 cm

Corner bookcase with doors
w82/d80/h203 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d57/h203 cm

Wide bookcase
w90/d35/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase
w45/d35/h203 cm

Wide bookcase with doors
w90/d38/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase 
with doors
w45/d38/h203 cm

Wide bookcase with 
openwork doors
w90/d38/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase with 
openwork doors
w45/d38/h203 cm

Narrow corner bookcase
w35/d35/h203 cm

Openwork doors for 
corner bookcase
w45/d3/h200 cm

Doors for corner 
bookcase
w45/d3/h200 cm

graphite / cashmere / gray oak

natural plywood

BODY/ FRONT
Available colors:

BOXES
Available colors:

Doors for narrow bookcase
w45/d2/h200 cm

Openwork doors for narrow 
bookcase
w45/d2/h200 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Collection also contains furniture for teenagers.118



Lori ladder
w45/d5/h213 cm

Bookcase harmonica
w63-160/d35/h203 cm

Sideboard
w135/d47/h103 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w45/d47/h103 cm

Secretaire
w90/d46/h103 cm

Desk
w135/d60/h78,5 cm

Table
w160-200-240/d90/h77 cm

Box 68x17
w68/d17/h6 cm

Box 45x17
w45/d17/h6 cm

Coffee table
w90/d90/h42 cm

Container for desk
w30/d47/h53,5 cm

Narrow bookcase top unit
w45/d35/h40 cm

Narrow drawer
w41/d33/h30 cm

Corner bookcase top unit
w82/d80/h40 cm

Wide drawer
w86/d33/h30 cm

Wide bookcase top unit
w90/d35/h40 cm

Box 42x33
w41/d33/h6 cm

Box 42x42 
w42/d42/h6 cm

Triangular box 32x32
w32/d32/h6 cm

Stool
w41/d33/h45 cm

Nixie chair
w41/d33/h45 cm

Kennel 
w45,5/d35,5/h50 cm

Single bed 90x200
w95/d223,5/h78 cm

Single bed 120x200
w124/d225/h78 cm

Bedside table
w45/d45/h24 cm

TV unit 120
w120/d50/h47,5 cm

TV unit 160
w160/d50/h47,5 cm
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3D
The 3D collection is inspired by the newest trends  
in design and natural materials. Different depths 
give a 3D impression making your furniture  
part of your decor. The collection was designed  
by an award winning designer, Piotr Kuchciński  
(red dot award, Designer of the Year 2012). 
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The 3D dining room is first and foremost a table with great potential.
If you don’t have much space but often host guests, it’s the perfect solution  
for you. Within seconds you can extend the tabletop by almost 2 meters. 

SAVING SPACE

Sillo Table lamp
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Extendable table
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3D

forefathers’ birch

BODY
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors:

gray / mocca / brown

Corner wardrobe
w105/d114/h206,5 cm

Mirror for 3-door wardrobe
w58/d8/h206,5 cm

1-door wardrobe
w36/d42/h206,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w93,5/d42/h206,5 cm

3-door wardrobe
w175/d60/h206,5 cm

Wide bookcase
w93,5/d42/h206,5 cm

Narrow  bookcase
w36/d40/h206,5 cmNarrow glass cabinet w46/d40/h206 cm

Top unit for  
3-door wardrobe
w175/d59,5/h40,5 cm

Top unit for  
2-door wardrobe
w93,5/d41,5/h40,5 cm
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TV unit
w156/d40/h43 cm

Table
w130-190-250-310/d90/h78 cm

Wide chest of drawers 
w180/d42/h64 cm

Cupboard
w159,5/d42/h123 cm

Sideboard
w109,5/d42/h158 cm

Chest of drawers
w109,5/d42/h104,5 cm

Wall shelf
w116,5/d27/h38,5 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h39 cm

Desk 
w140/d61,5/h77,5 cm

Bedside table
w42,5/d49/h43,5 cm

Dressing table
w120/d45/h88 cm

Wall mirror
w83/d59/h3,5 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Headboard cover
w140,160,180 cm

Bed 140x200
w158,5/d211,5/h30 cm  
Bed 160x200
w178,5/d211,5/h30 cm
Bed 180x200
w198,5/d211,5/h30 cm

Bed with 
headboard
140x200
w158,5/d211,5/h90 cm
160x200
w178,5/d211,5/h90 cm
180x200
w198,5/d211,5/h90 cm
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R&O
R&O is the effect of cooperation of two exceptional 
designers. Tomek Rygalik designed the nature 
inspired ‚Polish Birch’ decor and the handles based 
on sailing rope jewellery were designed by Anna 
Orska. The R&O collection has a light, plain form
 with original, sentimental detail.

The furniture’s decor is an expression of his 
fascination with the endangered gem of Polish 
nature - the Betula oycoviensis (forefathers’ birch). 
It is estimated that only 250 of these trees are left.
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R&O

Narrow chest of drawers 
w50/d44/h100,5 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w90/d44/h78 cm

Dressing table mirror
w109,5/d2,5/h43 cm

Dressing table
w110/d44/h78 cm

Bedside table
w50/d32/h40,5 cm

Wardrobe mirror
w53,5/d8/h219,5 cm

Narrow bookcase 
w50/d26/h220 cm

Corner wardrobe
w100/d100/h220 cm

Bed with headbord  
(lighting included)
140x200
w145,5/d218/h93 cm
160x200
w165,5/d218/h93 cm
180x200
w185,5/d218/h93 cm

Wall shelf
w100/d26/h40 cm

Bed drawer
w178/d65/h17,5 cm

laminated plywood
forefathers’ birch

BODY/FRONT
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

1-door wardrobe
w45/d55,5/h220 cm

Side unit for 
wardrobe
w45/d55,5/h220 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d55/h220 cm
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INBOX
Inspired by Italian minimalism and natural colors, 
Inbox presents modern, cubist shaped furniture 
which creates an impression of openness.  
Its modular elements allow you to put together 
different segments according to your ideas.
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COMFORTABLE MINIMALISM
Choose the length and width of your bed. A comfortable headboard will look after 
your back, and your bedclothes can be stored in the bed drawer. Complement your 
decor with a classy TV panel, where you can place your flat screen. If you want to 
host a dinner party for ten, use the extendable table. And all of this - Italian style.
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Sigu bowlRhombo blanket
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INBOX

3-door wardrobe
w149/d57/h204 cm

2-door wardrobe
w99/d50/h204 cm

Corner wardrobe
w99/d99/h204 cm

Bookcase
w99/d35/h204 cm

Deep bookcase
w33,5/d50/h204 cm

Cupboard with full door*
w99/d50/h167 cm

Wall mirror
w100/d5/h50 cm

Wall shelf
w146/d27,5/h22 cm

Top unit for bookcase
w99/d35/h40 cm

Panel with shelves
w99/d32/h99 cm

TV panel
w146/d6,5/h99 cm

Wide low chest 
of drawers
w194/d50/h53 cm

Top unit for corner 
wardrobe
w99/d99/h40 cm

Chest of drawers
w99/d50/h92,5 cm

Top unit for 2-door 
wardrobe
w99/d50/h40 cm

Double-door chest 
of drawers
w99/d50/h92,5 cm

Narrow chest 
of drawers
w55/d50/h92,5 cm

Pouffe
w46/d37/h43 cm

Extendable table
w160-250/d90/h76 cm

Desk with cabinet
w152-205/d50/h75 cm

Inbox chair
w48/d55/h86 cm

Cabinet for desk
w59,5/d50/h53 cm

Desk 150
w149,5/d50/h75 cm

Top unit for 3-door 
wardrobe
w149/d57/h40 cm

*end of run stock

walnut laminated plywood

warm gray / beige

BODY
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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TV unit
w146/d50/h53 cm

Bedside table
w45,5/d46/h41,5 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h35 cm

Shallow bookcase 
without door
w24,5/d35/h204 cm

Shallow bookcase 
with glass door 
and shelves
w24,5/d35/h204 cm

Sideboard
w146/d50/h92,5 cm

Chest (140,160,180)*
w146,166,186/d40/h38,5 cm

Dressing table
w120,5/d50/h75 cm

Bed drawer 
w150/d65/h18 cm

Vertical wall 
cabinet with 
glass door
w44/d34/h99 cm

Vertical wall 
cabinet without 
door
w44/d32/h99 cm

Horizontal wall 
cabinet with 
glass door
w99/d34/h44 cm

Bed with low headboard
140x200
w146,5/d206/h91 cm
160x200
w166,5/d206/h91 cm
180x200
w186,5/d206/h91 cm

Bed with chest 
for linens
140x200
w146,5/d243/h91 cm
160x200
w166,5/d206/h91 cm
łóżko 180x200
w186,5/d243/h91 cm

*end of run stock

Horizontal wall 
cabinet without 
door
w99/d32/h44 cm
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HIFI
Elegant collection of geometric shapes  
harks back to the landmarks of 20th century 
architecture following Mies van der Rohe’s 
rule that, less is more’.
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ELEGANT AND GEOMETRIC
The furniture’s contours have been designed on the cuboid base and the whole collection 
contains freely movable modules. This way, any design can be unique because you choose 
elements like chests of drawers, wardrobes or shelves yourself. Putting together vertical  
and horizontal lines of the particular pieces makes the borders between them blend.
Irregular compositions of bookcases or chests of drawers will make you feel like a sculptor.
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Bed with headboard and shelves

Verto vase
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HIFI

Base
w35/d34/h21 cm

2-door wardrobe 
w80/d57/h240 cm

Additional drawers  
for wardrobe
w33/d40/h76 cm

Two-sided bookcase 
w139/d40/h230 cm

2-door top unit for 
wardrobe
w80/d57/h42 cm

3-door wardrobe 
w120/d66,5/h200 cm

Nixie chair 
w46/d44/h90 cm

Coffee table
w115-139/d57,5/h43 cm

Cabinet with sliding doors
w185/d30,5/h68 cm

Extendable table 
w130-330/d90/h78 cm

Desk L
w140/d57,5/h76,5 cm

taupe laminated plywood / dark oak / beige

BODY/FRONT
Available colors:

Top unit for 2-door wardrobe
w80/d57/h40 cm

2-door wardrobe 
w80/d57/h200 cm

1-door top unit for wardrobe 
w40/d47/h61,5 cm

4-door wardrobe
w135/d52/h236,5 cm

Open bookcase
w105/d40/h216,5 cm

Open bookcase 
with wooden door
w105/d40/h216,5 cm

Closed bookcase
w105/d40/h216,5 cm

Desk 140
w140/d57,5/h76,5 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w80/d57/h61,5 cm

Chest of drawers 
w135/d57/h104,5 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w195/d57/w104,5 cm

Single bookcase
w30/d32,5/h180 cm

Narrow bookcase
w50/d40/h201 cm

Narrow bookcase with glass door 
w50/d40/h201 cm

Narrow bookcase  
with tiled door 
w50/d40/h201 cm
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Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

HiFi slot panel 
w160/d3,5/h133,4 cm

TV unit
 w180/d57/h21,5 cm

Slot cupboard for HiFi system
w33,5/d32/h67 cm

TV bracket for HiFi system
w10/d2,5/h3,5 cm

Dressing table 
w100/d47/h76,5 cm

Mirror for dressing table
w100/d2/h43 cm

Cabinet for TV unit 
w105/d45/h18 cm

Bedside table with drawer 
w48,5/d57/h20 cm

Slot shelf for HiFi system
w48,5/d30/h15 cm

Open slot shelf for 
HiFi system
w48,5/d18/h18 cm

HiFi pouffe 
w46/d37/h43 cm

Wall mirror with shelf 
w120/d14/h50 cm

Wall shelf
w120/d20/h4 cm

Chest 
w139/d33,5/h40 cm

Single bed 90x200
w95/d206/h83 cm

Wall bookcase
w14/d20/h29,5 cm

*price without bottom or mattress

*price without frame or mattress *price without frame or mattress

Bed with narrow headboard 
I.D. w140/d200 cm
O.D. w139,5/d205/h83 cm

I.D. w160/d200 cm
O.D. w159/d205/h83 cm

Bed with headboard and shelves
I.D. w140/d200 cm
O.D. w179/d219,5/h98 cm

I.D. w160/d200 cm
O.D. w199/d219,5/h98 cm

I.D. w180/d200 cm
O.D. w179,5/d2105/h83 cm I.D. w180/d200 cm

O.D. w219/d219,5/h98 cm
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2PIR
2PIR offers furniture for bedrooms, dining rooms  
and teenagers’ rooms. It comprises gentle forms 
with the option of adding prints on the fronts  
of chosen pieces. The colors are pleasant, natural 
shades. The lighting that creates the mood in your 
interior is an important part of the collection.  
You can choose relaxing dispersed light behind  
the headboard or install elegant reading lights  
at your bedside table.
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PRINT YOUR WARDROBE
Piotr Kuchciński designed this collection so that you have a say on the look 
of the furniture. Choose one of the prints and create your own interior. 
Lighting is an important mood-creating factor in this collection.
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Wardrobe with print
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TV unit 140
w137/d45/h44,5 cm

BODY
Available colors:

2PIR

gray

beige 

FRONT
Available colors:

Desk
w140/d65/h75 cm

Bookcase with doors
w96,5/d45h216,5 cm

Narrow bookcase
w50/d45/h213,5 cm

1-door wardrobe 
w48/d58/h216,5 cm

Sliding shelf for desk
w65/d37 cm

TV unit 180
w180,5/d45/h37 cm

Bookcase 
w39,5/d56/h213,5 cm

Corner bookcase 
w56/d56/h213,5 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Chest of drawers
w97,5/d47/h101 cm

Corner wardrobe 
w90/d90/h216,5 cm

3-door wardrobe
-without print
-with print 
w144/d58/h216,5 cm

4-door wardrobe
-without print
-with print 
w192,5/d58/h216,5 cm

Sideboard 
w144,5/d47/h101 cm

Minibar 
w98/d47,5/h131 cm

2-door wardrobe*
-without print
-with print
w96,5/d58/h216,5 cm
*extra shelves 2 pcs

Corner desk 
w140/d120/h76 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w50/d47,5/h101 cm

Drawers for wardrobe 
w47/d44/h59 cm

Narrow glass case
w50/d45/h216,5 cm
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Wall mirror 
w70/d3,5/h50 cm

Wall shelf 
w90/d20/h30 cm

Dressing table
w100/d42/h79 cm

Stool
w50/d36/h46 cm

Extendable table 
w132-192-252-312/d92/h78 cm

Large bed frame 
w195/d85/h15 cm

Double bed drawer
w145/d59/h18 cm
Single bed drawer
w197/d67/h18,5 cm

Couch drawer
w197/d67/h19 cm

Double bed
with flat headboard 
140x200
w147/d204/h98 cm
160x200
w167/d204/h98 cm
180x200
w187/d204/h98 cm

Double bed 
headboard cover

Double bed with 
headboard with storage 
140x200
w147/d231/h98 cm
160x200
w167/d231/h98 cm
180x200
w187/d231/h98 cm

Single bed 90x200 with 
flat headboard
w95/d205/h98 cm
Single bed 90x200 with 
headboard and storage
w95/d233/h98 cm

Bedside table 
w51,5/d42/h40,5 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h35 cm

Sofa 90x200 with headboard  
and fascia 
w205/d95/h97 cm
Sofa bed 90x200 with headboard  
and storage
w233/d95/h98 cm 

Cover for couch and single  
bed headboard
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YOUNG VOX
YOUTH COLLECTIONS
At VOX we care about balanced development  
of children and youngsters at all aspects of their 
lives. We carefully watch young people to design 
furniture that will keep on inspiring them.
The youth collections don’t offer ready, boring 
solutions. It’s furniture that encourages to explore 
and create. It additionally grows with the users and 
allows them to change the colors, sets and general 
appearance. It allows to experiment, rearrange, 
tinker, tamper and to look for surprising solutions. 
Thanks to this feature, children can build their  
own worlds full of hideouts and dens.
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CONCEPT
Need an idea for a teenager’s room? Concept will 
brilliantly fit in all the teen matters. And when your 
child wants change, just switch the color of the 
fronts and a new room is ready. 
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AESTHETICS COMBINED WITH COMFORT 
The collection has been designed based on simple geometric divisions. Concept is also 
comfortable. The especially designed bed headboard is perfect for long hours of reading 
notes. It will also be ideal for evening laptop movie time.
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Lombo box with lid Houses figurine
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SIMPLE CHANGE, STRONG EFFECT
A strong detail can change everything. Blue, red saffron, oak - choose the color  
of the front and give the interior a new mood. Silicon-framed holes are a characteristic  
part of the collection. They are used as handles and their colors always match the chosen 
color of the front.
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Happy Lights Scola box with lid
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CONCEPT

white / gray / graphite

BODY
Available colors:

FRONTS
Available colors:

Cupboard
w53,5/d45/h71,5 cm

Desk
w128/d60/h76 cm

TV unit
w103,5/d45/h46,5 cm

120x200 bed
w125/d204,5/h93 cm

2-door wardrobe
s103,5/g55/w201,5 cm

Fronts
w49,5/d49,5/h16 cm

Wall shelf
w99,5/d25/h28,5 cm

Bedside table
w53,5/d45/h46,5 cm

Chest of drawers
w103,5/d45/h96,5 cm

Narrow bookcase
w53,5/d45/h201,5 cm

Single bed
w95/d204,5/h93 cm

Hanging bolster 90
w84/d6-4/h30 cm

Hanging bolster 120
w114/d6-4/h30 cm

saffron / blue / red / oak

3-door wardrobe
w153/d55/h201,5 cm
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Clepsydre table lamp

Radio figurine

Lombo box with lid

Collo table lamp

Emo table lamp

Pina picture

Pave clock

Bulding figurine big

Happy lights

Levo picture frame

Farol lantern

Leaf jewellery hanger

Basket pouffe

Auto figurine

Figurine Houses

Remo picture frame Geo bin

Scola box with lid

Koko cushion

Muse table lamp

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com
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SIMPLE YOUNG
The youth version of Simple will look great 
with notebooks, balls and guitars. The intuitive 
configuration tool will help you create a color 
palette suitable for your child’s space but at the 
same time coherent with the aesthetics of other 
rooms.

DOOR: Smart (with muffs)
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IT JUST FITS
Marta Krupińska made sure that all the furniture pieces of Simple also match  
the size of its younger users. For a child’s room you can pick a smaller bed or desk.
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Emo table lamp
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SIMPLE YOUNG

Chest of drawers with slat
w90/d45/h90 cm

Wide bookcase 4x5
w148.5/d38/h185,5 cm

4-door wardrobe
w185/d55/h230 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w62,5/d45/h112,5 cm

white / gray / black / oak

BODY / FRONT
Availabale colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

2-door wardrobe
w92,5/d55/h185,5 cm

More furniture from this collection can be found on pages 30-33.

Single bookcase 1x5
w39/d38/h185,5 cm

Double bookcase 2x5
w75,5/d38/h185,5 cm

Corner wardrobe 
w101,5/d103,5/h185,5 cm

1-door wardrobe
w46,5/d55/h185,5 cm

Low bookcase 3x4
w112/d38/h149 cm

Desk 140
w140/d65/h68,5 cm

Desk 110
w110/d55/h78 cm
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Couch 90x200
w95,5/d206/h68,5 cm

Single bed 90x200
w95,5/d206/h90 cm

Cubic wall shelf
w31,5/d30/h31,5 cm

Bedside table with doors
w45/d38/h30,5 cm

Bedside table with drawers  
and functional slat 
w45/d38/h30,5 cm

Drawer for couch and bed
w197/d85,5/h20,5 cm 

Wall shelf with hooks
w35/d30/h90 cm

Wall shelf
w31,5/d30/h90 cm
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NEST
Childhood is a time when the imagination 
is unlimited. To keep it this way into adulthood,  
it’s good to nurture it from the earliest years.  
Nest is a safe microworld that allows the youngest 
for creative play and learning. For teenagers,  
it makes it easier to explore their creativity  
and express their emotions. All that just to  
let your child bravely create its dream world.
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FURNITURE JUST LIKE ME
Our designers know that little human beings need their own space that belongs  
only to them and changes with them. Nest will surround the energetic little ones 
with warmth, keep up with the emerging school duties and after a few years will 
be the companion of a resolute teenager.
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Desk fot Multi-bedDesk 140
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IT ’S ALL TIDY

Hanging bag

Keeping the crazy teenager world tidy is not an easy task. With the movable chests, hangers 
and closets with compartments for all things, it becomes much easier. You stack, hang, hide 
and the mess is gone.
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Mini hanging bag

Multi-bed cover

Hanger

Small organiser Large organiser
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Drawer for chest of drawers
w84/d39,5/h25,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w95/d62/h202 cm

Drawer for wardrobe
w84/d59,5/h25,5 cm

2-door chest of drawers
w95/d42/h89,5 cm

High chest of drawers
w95/d42/h147 cm

Narrow bookcase
w83/d28/h202 cm

Chest of drawers
w95/d44/h89,5 cm

Bed 90x200
w206/d95/h76 cm

Upper bed for  
couch/bed 90x200
w200/d90/h19 cm

Headboard cushion
w90/d30/h20 cm

Drawer for couch/bed 90x200
w200/d89/h18,5 cm

Desk 140
w140/d67/h74 cm 

NEST

graphite / white larch

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

TV unit
w125/d42/h52,5 cm

Drawer for TV unit  
w57/d39,5/h25,5 cm

Drawer for bookcase and TV unit
w25/d26/h19 cm

Organizer for couch/bed 90x200
w68/d15/h42 cm

Couch 90x200
w206/d95/h76 cm

Wall shelf unit
w57/d18/h71 cm

Wall shelf
w70/d19,5/h22 cm

Lamp for couch/bed 
w102,5/d97/h85 cm

Lamp for desk 140
w72/d65,5/h50 cm
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Award given yearly by the ‚Dobrze Mieszkaj’ (Live Well) 
magazine and dobrzemieszkaj.pl website for the best 

products for interior design. The Jury consists of almost 130 
Polish architects and designers.

Multi bed
w140,5/d205/h173,5 cm

Container with storage unit  
for Multi bed
w52/d92,5/h45 cm

Modular mattress
w4x90/d52/h11 cm

Container with hanger  
for Multi bed
w52/d92,5/h90 cm

Container with shelves 
for Multi bed
w52/d92,5/h89,5 cm

Desk for Multi bed
w94,5/d52,5/h89,5 cm

Cargo wardrobe 
w66,5/d95/h202 cm
* Cargo wardrobe can exist 
as a single furniture – not 
only as a piece a Multi-bed

Bookcase 
for Multi bed
w95/d28/h202 cm

Large organiser for Multi bed
w102/d1,5/h45 cm

Small organiser for Multi bed
w56/d1,5/h35 cm

Hanging bag 
w40/d1,5/h62 cm

Markerboard
w56/d3/h29 cm

Hangers (3 pcs.) 
w3/d5/h7 cm

Aperture for Multi bed
w55/d0,5/h99 cm

Mini hanging bag
w22/d1,5/h15 cm

Container for Multi bed
w28,5/d41,5/h19 cm

Drawer for Multi bed
w44,5/d41,5/h28,5 cm

Lamp for Multi bed
w102,5/d96,5/h66 cm

Hanger
w24/d1/h62 cm
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LORI YOUNG
Lori is now also available for teenagers. 
The universal shapes allow to arange both a girl’s 
and a boy’s room. Neutral gray and brown colors will 
match colorful accents happily chosen by your child.
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CREATIVE ORDER
When arranging a teenager’s room, it’s good to remeber about functionality.  
A desk with drawers, space for books, notes, electronic devices and even a hiding  
place for a little pet - all these things have been provided by the designer in the  
youth version of Lori.
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Pave clock Clepsydre table lamp
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LORI YOUNG

graphite / cashmere / gray oak

natural plywood

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

BOXES
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Desk
w135/d60/h78,5 cm

Stool
w41/d33/h45 cm

Kennel
w45,5/d35,5h50 cm

Container for desk
w30/d47/h53,5 cm

Box 41x33
w41/d33/h6 cm

Triangular box 32x32
w32/d32/h6 cm

Bed 90x200
w95/d223,5/h78 cm

Bed 120x200
w124,5/d224,5/h78 cm

Bedside table
w45/d45/h42 cm

TV unit 120
w120/d50/h47,5 cm

TV unit 160
w160/d50/h47,5 cm

Narrow bookcase
w45/d35/h203 cm

Corner bookcase
w82/d80/h203 cm

Wide bookcase
w90/d35/h203 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d57/h203 cm

Narrow corner 
bookcase
w35/d35/h203 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w45/d47/h103 cm
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YOUNG USERS
Is there a way to cross boundaries between worlds? 
There is - and especially the ones between the 
worlds of kids, teenagers and adults.These seemingly 
contradicting elements have finally found a common 
platform. All those hiding spots and corners too! 
The Young Users furniture grows alongside the little 
user. No matter who you are and how old you are, 
YU will adjust to you and your needs. We call it the 
world’s most personal furniture for a reason.
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The Young Users collection, designed by Marta Krupińska, allows to create  
all kinds of arrangements for children’s and teenagers’ rooms.

IT WILL ENDURE 
ALL YOUR IDEAS!
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A shelf design created by the students  
of Poznań School of Form within the  
faculty of industrial design.
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Dart metal overlay FIller X Memo boy metal overlay

SPECIAL TASKS 
FURNITURE
You don’t need to replace it just because your child’s needs have changed.  
Now you can just alter it according to their current interests. Furniture  
accessories and front covers allow to change the look of the whole  
room within moments.
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Transformers - innovative desk
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RESISTANT TO EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT CREATIVITY
Simple in its form, the Young Users furniture is made of modern laminated plywood, resistant 
to damage and easy to clean. Metal front covers can be quickly changed. Your child can use 
magnets, posters, games and school materials as well as dry-wipe markers to easily label the 
cabinets and so the very unique room is ready.
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Crawling mattress
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YOUNG USERS

Corner wardrobe
w104,5/d106/h159 cm

Desk L 140
w140-165/d65/h75 cm

Desk 120
w120/d60/h75 cm

Corner desk
w135/d130/h75 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w106,5/d43/h106 cm

Closed bookcase
w106/d43/h159 cm

Open bookcase
w53/d31,5/h159 cm

1-door wardrobe
w53/d43/h159 cm

2-door wardrobe
w106/d53/h159 cm

TRANSFORMERS innovative desk
w140-178/d65/h79 cm
*choice of two color sets

Container  
for desk L 140
w35,5/d65/h35 cm

Cube cabinet with drawers
w53,5/d53/h53 cm

Top unit to 2-door wardrobe
w106/d53/h53 cm

Cube cabinet
w53,5/d43/h53 cm

Fridge unit
w53,5/d53/h53 cm
*end of run stock

alpine white / black

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

Shelf I
w53/d31,5/h159 cm

Shelf L
w106,5/d31,5/h106 cm

Chest of drawers
w53,5/d43/h106 cm

Platform frame 53x53
w54/d53/h35 cm
Drawer for platform frame 53x53 
w44/d51/h30 cm

Platform frame 106x95
w107/d95/h35 cm
Drawer for cabinet base 106x95
w97/d93/h30 cm

Platform frame 106x53
w107/d53/h35 cm
Drawer for platform frame 106x53
w97/d51/h30 cm

Top unit for 2-door wardrobe
w106,5/d53/h53 cm

Top unit for 1-door wardrobe
w53/d43/h53 cm

Corner platform frame
w106,5/d106,5/hw35 cm
Drawer form corner  
platform frame
w46/d51/h30 cm

Coffee table
w107/d95/h35 cm
Two-sided black and white drawers
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Metal overlays
w53/h52,5 cm

Grill filler
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Filler Plus
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Filler X
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Splat hanger
w37/d6/h4 cm

Basket-Ball metal overlay
w53/h52,5 cm

Monkey front hanger 3pcs.
w9/d2/h23 cm

Rotten textile overlay
w53/h52,5 cm

Short hook hanger
w3/d3/h16,5 cm
Long hook hanger
w3/d3/h34 cm

Multifunctional metal overlays
w53/h52,5 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Crawling mattress 
with bolster
w90/d200/h19 cm

Foam mattress
w90/d200/h10 cm

Upholstered 
headboard
w95/d6,5/h70 cm

Multi bed
w212/d105/h194 cm
Metal overlays for Multi bed 
w53/h53 cm

Bunk bed
w103/d209/h169,5 cm
Bunk bed with bottom  
bed and fascia
w103/d209/h169,5 cm
Drawer for bunk bed
w200/d93/h23,5 cm

Bed
w95,5/d205,5/h70 cm
Drawer for bed
w200/d93/h23 cm
Bottom bed with fascia
w87/d200/h20 cm

Slanting shelf
w53/d30/h53,5 cm

Project in cooperation 
with School of Form

Wall shelf
w106/d20/h4 cm

Platform frame  
for couch 90x200
w95/d212,5/h35 cm
*available with black or white front

Drawer for couch 
platform frame 
w93/d200/h23,5 cm

Couch covering panel
w203/d2/h27 cm

Couch 90x200 with raised frame
w95,5/d207/h70 cm

Couch 90x200 with raised  
frame and drawer
w95,5/d207/h70 cm
Couch 90x200 with raised  
frame and bottom bed
w95,5/d207/h70 cm
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SPOT invites you to a world of childhood play.
Inspired by hours spent playing outdoors on swings, 
climbing frames, building secret bases and playing 
hide and seek, it brings to your room the dynamic 
energy embedded in its slender, levitating shapes 
and swinging organizers. 

SPOT YOUNG
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FOR WORK, PLAY AND STUDYING
Can a bed at the same time be a bookcase and a wardrobe? Of course!  
Designer Wiktoria Lenart is sure of it. See how many functions the Spot  
bunk bed contains - storage for seasonal clothes, two sliding hangers 
and two bookcases.

WALL: Kerradeco - Scotch
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DESK AT THE CENTER OF ATTENTION
A two-sided desk will work well both for siblings and four friends playing board 
games. You don’t have to place the desk in the corner or at the wall. You design  
your room and you decide which spot is best for playing, studying and working.

Ordro organiser
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Ordo organiser Safari clamp for books
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To complement the collection, we have designed  
a classic couch and a 90x200 bed with a surprising 
Tipi frame on wheels. You can cover it with fabric  
- for the youngest it can be an inspiration to build  
their own secret base and for the older it will allow  
to compartmentalize their personal zone.  
At the bottom of the sofa bed, you can install  
a drawer or an extra bed.
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SPOT YOUNG

Table for bunk bed 
w99/d30/h19,5 cm

Canopy for bank bed
w161/d95/h62 cm

Bunk bed with canopy,  
LED lighting and desk
w105/d205/h184 cm

Bunk bed with canopy
w105/d205/h246 cm
*LED lighting for bunk bed

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

acacia

FRONT
Available colors:

white / graphite

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Bedside table/Stool with drawer 
w57,5/d47/h48 cm

3-door wardrobe 
w128/d60/h210 cm

2-door wardrobe
 w88/d60/h210 cm 

Chest of 4 drawers 
w88/d60/h150 cm

More furniture from this collection can be found on pages 62-65.

Corner wardrobe 
w105/d100/h210 cm

Open bookcase
w88/d57/h210 cm

External hanger 
w44/d54/h150

Movable clothes hanger  
for bunk bed 
w51/d90/h137 cm
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Bed with bootom bed and fascia
w95/d204/h42 cm

Wall qubic shelf
w35/d30/h35 cm

Wall shelf with pegs
w35/d12/h35 cm

Tipi tent for trolley
w213/d100/h167 cm

Bed with drawer and Tipi trolley
w100/d213/h167 cm

Tipi frame for bed
w213/d100/h167 cm

Couch
w96/d205/h65 cm
Couch with drawer
w96/d205/h65 cm
Couch with bottom bed 
w96/d205/h65 cm

VOX is the first Polish furniture producer awarded the 
iF DESIGN AWARD 2015 in the Home Furniture 

category for the Spot bunk bed.

Drawer for two-sided desk 
set 2 pcs. 
w67/d30/h10 cm

Two-sided desk
w148/d75/h150 cm

Dressing table with mirror 
w88/d60/h150 cm

Bed with drawer
w95/d204/h42 cm

Table with raised worktop
w67/d51/h57 cm

Desk 
w128/d68/h81,5 cm
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4 YOU YOUNG

Allow your children to be the architects of their world. 
Where else can they safely experiment if not at 
home? The 4 You collection furniture allows for first 
experiences with space and first decisions on one’s 
interior.
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EVERYTHING IS HOW 
I LIKE IT
The functional 4 You canopy bed creates many possibilities. You can choose 
the height at which you place the mattress, the canopy will open new options 
for arranging space.
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Emo table lamp

Happy lights Figurine man
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Corner wardrobe 
w105/d103,5/h206 cm

Chest of drawers
w75/d42/h126,5 cm

Bedside table
w40,5/d42/h55,5 cm

Desk 140
w142/d63,5/h78,5 cm

TV unit
w187/d42/h35cm

TV shelf
w131,5/d40,5/h54cm

Box for bed
w51/d15/h31,5 cm

Large box
w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

Small box
w31,5/d41/h16 cm

Horizontal wall shelf
w80,5/d27/h44 cm

Vertical wall shelf
w65/d25/h54 cm

2-door wardrobe II
w100/d57/h206 cm

1-door wardrobe II
w57,5/d42/h206 cm

Side bookcase for 1-door 
wardrobe
w42/d22/h206 cm

Wide bookcase
w92/d40,5/h206 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

4 YOU YOUNG

white gray

gray / marine / oak / white / graphite / light gray / black

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

BOXES
Available colors:
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Shelf clip
*set of 2 pcs.

Single beed with floor 
(120x200)
w128/d208/h106 cm

Bed 90x200 with canopy (120x200 cm)
w97,5/d208/h207,5 cm

Single bed with raised frame 
(120x200)

Drawer for bed
w198/d65/h29 cm
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EVOLVE
Individuality, creativity and innovation are the 
essence of Evolve. This collection will awaken  
a passion to create. It’s more than just furniture.
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FURNITURE UNLIKE 
ANY OTHER
A clever cabinet matching the couch will help save space. Rubber bands attached  
to he fronts of the cabinets allow to decorate them with pictures and accessories.
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See how the Evolve couch changes. The wardrobe,  
desk and bookcase cooperate with the couch but can 
also function on their own. The tippable mattress hides 
a practical container for linens. The lower couch drawer 
can fit an extra bed. The desk on wheels can always 
be moved somewhere else. The headboard cabinet 
contains a spacious cargo area with organizers.

Collo floor lamp

Couch with movable desk, bookcase and cabinet
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Top unit for wardrobe
w91/d53/h46,5 cm

Wardrobe with drawer
w91/d53/h190 cm

Corner wardrobe
w91/d91/h190 cm

Top unit for corner wardrobe 
w91/d91/h46,5 cm
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EVOLVE

Drawer for couch
w197/d67/h18,5 cm

white / black / graylaminated plywood 
cinnamon oak

BODY
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors:

Sliding desk 
w140/d60/h78 cm

Wall shelf 
w91/d30/h33 cm

Desk 140 (Left/Right)
w136/d66/h78,5-115 cm

Desk 120 (Left/Right)
w120/d60/h74,5 cm

Narrow bookcase 
w47/d45/h190 cm

Top unit for narrow 
bookcase 
w47/d45/h46,5 cm

Top unit for bookcase  
w91/d45/h46 cm

Bookcase 
w91/d45/h190 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Couch
w95,5/d207/h81,5 cm

Storage unit for couch
w30/d95/h81 cm

High chest 
of drawers
w91/d45/h149,5 cm

Jungle swivel chair 
w58/d52/h97 cm

TV unit 
w120/d45/h50 cm

Low chest of drawers 
w91/d45/h97,5 cm

Bookcase for couch 
w95,5/d27,5/h69 cm
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PANELS: VOX, Sapphire Prestige collection - Macchiato oak

SMART
The Smart furniture is a never-ending story which 
opens the door to the world of creativity. If you’re 
thinking of a room ready for change and adjusted  
to your needs, the Smart furniture can be your 
constant source of inspiration. The adventure 
begins with assembling the furniture - that’s when 
you decide what colors the particular pieces will 
be. Gray? White? Two-colored? What hight do you 
want them? You decide and begin your own design 
adventure.
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Meet the furniture that changes along with its owner. This collection is aimed for both 
younger schoolchildren but also older adolescents. As the designer, Marta Krupińska says,  
this furniture’s special quality is the possibility of change - not just through changing 
its appearance but also by adjusting it to their exact hight, age and expectations. 

FURNITURE THAT DOESN’T HINDER 
YOUR IMAGINATION
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Canopy bed
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Your children will spend a lot of time at their desk, so it’s very important how this piece  
of furniture will adjust to their needs. The bar installed at a chosen height can be used  
for hanging all kinds of organizers and school materials.The double tabletop gives  
extra space to put the laptop or schoolbooks. 

METT YOUR CHILD’S 
COMMAND CENTER
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Smart overlays

Desk with containers and bookcase

Its height can be regulated according to the 
child’s height. The high bookcase overlooks 
everything and can store your child’s books  
and other items.
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SMART

2-door cabinet
w70/d37,5/h104,5 cm

TV unit 100 
w100/d36/h53,5 cm

Wall shelf 
w70/d23/h38,5 cm

Coffee table 
w78/d68/h54,5 cm

1-door cabinet 
w36,5/d37,5/h53,5 cm

Bookcase for TV unit 100
w108/d36/h154 cm

Desk with containers
w151/d68/h85,5 cm

Desk 140
w142,5/d68/h87 cm

Bookcase for TV unit 70
w78/d36/h154 cm

extra shelves for 20 
wardrobe / 2 pcs.

Two-sided bookcase 
w40,5/d32,5/h154 cm

Noticeboard for desk with containers
w154/d5,5/h51,5 cm

Bookcase for desk 
with containers
w154/d36/h198,5 cm

TV unit 70
w70/d37,5/h53,5 cm

Side unit to 1-door  
wardrobe
w35,5/d37,5/h213,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w70/d57/h213,5 cm

laminated plywood
white / gray

BODY / FRONT
Available colors:

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Open bookcase
w70/d36/h213,5 cm

Corner wardrobe
w90,5d92/h213,5 cm

Bookcase with doors 
w70/d37,5/h213,5 cm
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Lamp stand
w64/d11,5/h154 cm

Furniture 
decoration set

Holder for desk
w38,5/d32/h83,5 cm

Couch
w94,5/d214,5/h83,5 cm

Drawer for bed
w197/d83,5/h16 cm

Multifunctional metal overlays
w26/h45 cm

Decorative metal overlays
w26/h96 cm

Colourful metal overlays
w96/h26 cm

Felt organiser
w26/h45 cm

Hanger
w83,5/d38,5/h154 cm

Bed 90x200
w94,5/d214,5/h83,5 cm

Bed with canopy
w214,5/d94,5/h198,5 cm

Bunk bed
w214,5/d102/h200,5 cm

Lift
w83,5/d11,5/h154 cm
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2PIR YOUNG
2PIR offers furniture for children’s and teenagers’ 
room, bedroom, dining room or sitting room.  
It comprises of gentle forms with the option  
of adding prints on the fronts of chosen pieces.  
The colors are pleasant, natural shades.  
The lighting that creates the mood in your  
interior is an important part of the collection. 
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PRINT YOUR WARDROBE
Piotr Kuchciński designed the 2Pir collection in a way that allows your child 
to decide on the look of their furniture. By choosing the print, they will create 
their own interior.
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Basket container-pouffee 
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2PIR YOUNG

gray

beige 

BODY
Available colors:

FRONT
Available colors:

Desk 
w140/d65/h75 cm

Desk extension
w65/h37 cm

Stool 
w50/d36/h46 cm

Bookcase 
w39,5/d56/h213,5 cm

Corner bookcase 
w56/d56/h213,5 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions

at voxfurniture.com

Corner desk 
w140/d120/h76 cm

Corner wardrobe 
w90/d90/h216,5 cm

3-door wardrobe
w144/d58/h216,5 cm

4-door wardrobe
w192,5/d58/h216,5 cm

2-door wardrobe 
w96,5/d58/h216,5 cm

Bookcase with door 
w96,5/d45/h216,5 cm

Narrow bookcase 
w50/d45/h213,5 cm
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Bedside table
w51,5/d42/h40,5 cm

Dressing table
w100/d42/h79 cm

Wall mirror
w70/d3,5/h50 cm

Wall shelf
w90/d20/h30 cm

Couch with fascia and flat headboard 
w95/d205/h97 cm

Couch with fascia and with headboard with storage unit 
w95/d233/h98 cm

Single bed with flat headboard 
w95/d205/h98 cm

Single bed with headboard with storage unit 
w95/d233/h98 cm

TV unit 140
w137/d45/h44,5 cm

TV unit 180
w180,5/d45/h37 cm

Chest of drawers 
w97,5/d47/h101 cm

Narrow chest of drawers 
w50/d47,5/h101 cm

Single bed drawer
w197/d67/h18,5 cm

Couch drawer
w197/d67/h19 cm
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UPHOLSTERED 
FURNITURE
For many of us the most important furniture in 
the house is the one you rest on. Sofas, armchairs, 
pouffes, footstools, chaise longues - we love them 
because they allow us to breathe with ease and  
have our little moment just for ourselves.
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
with convertible bed function

Dorian corner sofa
w252/d166/h95 cm

Como corner sofa
w311/d144-178/h88 cm

Noel corner sofa
w233/d85-150/h90 cm

Lars corner sofa 
w240/d240/h85 cm

Noel 3-seat sofa
w227/d85/h90 cm

Noel armchair
w227/d85/h90 cm

Milton 3-seat sofa
w222/d90/h87 cm

Chester corner sofa
w240/d86-195/h86 cm

Milton corner sofa
w275/d169/h87 cm

Mio armchair
w79/d77/h72 cm

Milton 2-seat sofa
w194/d90/h87 cm

Lars armchair
w100/d85/h99 cm

Mio 3-seat sofa
w225/d77/h72 cm

Mio 2-seat sofa
w152/d77/h72 cm Custom corner sofa

Repos corner sofa
w265/d154/h83 cm

Everyone has their own way to rest, so we made sure that all models of upholstered furniture 
are available in various colors and fabric types. The shape and color of the legs are also up to you.

The producer reserves the right to change the available color patterns and functionality of presented products.  
This catalogue is published for informational purposes only. Examples from this catalogue come from our complementary offer. 
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Jasper corner sofa
w214/d153/h85 cm

Jasper chaise longue
w114/d153/h85 cm

Gabba 2-seat sofa
w140/d75/h90 cm

Ondo 2-seat sofa
w140/d75/h96 cm

Roce 2-seat sofa
w140/d75/h96 cm

Roce 3-seat sofa
w79/d66/h82 cm

Loft armchair
w77/d90/h103 cm

Loft pouffe
w60/d46/h44 cm

Grant armchair
w71/d84/h88 cm

Milton armchair
w95/d90/h87 cm

Roce armchair
w80/d80/h82 cm

Barell pouffe
w33/h44 cm

Some products presented in the graphics are only decorations and aren’t for sale. Copyright by Meble VOX Sp. z o. o. S.K. 
Copying and sharing any materials from this catalogue without written consent is forbidden. The colors in the graphics can differ in shade from reality.

Ondo pouffe
w44/d55/h45 cm

Grant pouffe 
w64/d44/h44 cm

Mildo pouffe
w31/h33 cm

Noel pouffe
w54/d54/h42 cm

Milton pouffe
w95/d75/h45 cm

Darel corner sofa
w242/d82-160/h85 cm

Darell 2-seat sofa
w176/d86/h90 cm

Darell armchair
w100/d85/h99 cm

Darell pouffe
w60/d60/h42 cm

Roce pouffe
w54/d54/h42 cm

Sofa 3-os Roce
w180/d80/h82 cm

Custom 2-seat sofa
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Marta Krupińska

What does Marta Krupińska think about 
while designing? She thinks about 
matters that are most important here 
at VOX. About functionality, simplicity,  
economy, precision, aesthetics, 
universality. But first and foremost 
she thinks about the human. That kind 
of thinking always ends well. In this case, 
it resulted with the Simple, Young Users 
and Lori collections.

VOX DESIGNERS
At VOX we know that the more talented people there are, the more brilliant the ideas. 
That’s why we work on our designs in teams. We invite telented designers to join our 
creative exploration and let thoughts and needs materialise into beautiful, useful objects.
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Łukasz Stawarski i Bartłomiej Pawlak

Two talented brains come up with many brilliant ideas. Łukasz and Bartłomiej are a designer 
duo working at the Pawlak & Stwarski studio since 2014. They differ in their work approach but 
have one thing in common - they are both exceptionally talented. They design furniture, lamps, 
crockery and even medical equipment while collecting awards like‚ Dobry Design’ (Good Design) 
for the Nest multibed.
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Joanna Leciejewska
Piotr Kuchciński

Joanna Leciejewska is a designer of many talents and awards.  Graduate of Industrial Design 
Faculty at the Poznań Academy of Fine Arts. Everything she puts her hands on changes into  
a little work of art: furniture, packaging, lighting, graphics. Her works are presented at  
exhibitions all over the world, you will also find them in our stores.

Piotr Kuchciński - architect and designer. Honors graduate of Poznań University of Technology. 
Author of many urban and civic projects. He thinks of living space as a whole - designs houses, 
interiors and even illustrations for books you can put on the shelves of his projects.
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Three is a magic number, and our magic three is Tabanda. The authors of the Nature collection:
Megi, Filip and Tomek create furniture based on subtle contrasts and unconventional pairings. 
They complement modern geometric shapes with nature-based motives and combine raw 
industrial accents with lively color palettes.

Wiktoria Lenart

Tabanda

Wiktoria Lenart is a graduate of Industrial 
Design at Wrocław Academy of Fine Arts and 
Wrocław is the lucky city where this designer 
shares her knowledge and skills at the Academy
of Fine Arts working as a junior lecturer. 
When she’s not teaching, she’s putting her heart 
and sense of beauty into her furniture designs.  
The world appreciates it - Wiktoria’s bed design 
for the Spot collection was awarded with one 
of the most prestigious awards: the IF Design 
Award. 
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combines many companies and organizations 
complementing each other so that the customer  
can be offered a full range of interior design products 
and services. VOX Furniture, VOX Doors and Floors,  
VOX Profiles; every user, student and designer  
is a significant partner contributing to our 
development and innovations. We create interiors 
together with the end user because it is people  
and their individual needs that are the center  
of our attention.

VOX CAPITAL GROUP
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Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.
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